


Windows 11 Hurdles             



This is what Windows 11 looks like when you start your PC





Many of our Students have Laptops that are 4 or more years old. Probably not as old as 
the 1995 COMPAC  shown below but any Computer older than 3 years is classified as “ 
snow from yesterday!!”

Microsofts new Operating system, Windows 11 is about to be released and available 
as from beginning of November 2021. Are our  older Laptops ready for it?



Unfortunately Windows 11 has certain requirements on
older Computers for this  upgrade.

You first of all need to have in your existing system a 
“TMP” = Trusted Platform Module .

Windows 11 also looks for more recent Processors and for

example INTEL Pentium / Celeron processors

Disqualify you from the upgrade. 



To find out whether your laptop or desktop PC 
has “TMP” You must do following checks:

Serious see next page



Go to Start  - click on Settings  -
select “System”  - click “about”  -

select “related Settings”  - navigate to
“Bitlocker options” select “Status”

and click “ confirm TMP”



If this check does not work a lot of things can happen:





Do not despair – keep your temper !

Not this way:

Not necessary to follow
Microsoft suggestion to   
buy a new PC :

Help is near 





Once you have completed your checks and a “TMP Module” is 
not in your System you will be unable to upgrade to Windows 11

Keep your old Laptop  - no matter how 
old – as long as it works even if a bit 
slow…continue using Windows 10!

Microsoft will continue 
to support Windows 10 
until 2025 !

Windows 11 upgrade is free for initial 6 months. Thereafter it cost 180-240$ !



If your PC meets the requirements of 
Windows 11 I strongly recommend to 
wait with the update until around 
February /March 2022. I have gone thru 
the BETA Version  of Windows 11 and 
found many new features users might 
not like. The new O.S. has still a lot of 
teething problems . Wait with the 
Upgrade. Let Microsoft fix the 
shortcoming / bugs first ! 



That’s all folks!

Anne Matthews  will receive a 
PDF Version of this Slide show for 
Distribution 

Have a nice day!


